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``It hgo to be asupported ihe phyi-sophers felt that
the Â£'"convenoinoe of the orator would be of itself
an object of inestimable value and every measure
taken to in'cinoe its presenoe wjiih wuo aid of tbe
Â£'"etist would be inself a worthy efCect". *\, When
Raskolnikov walks. out. the courtroom and sees his
mother in the custody of the police, we know that
Dolly is dead, from the triumphant derision, which.
the rascal takes upon himself the rest of the tale. At
that moment, the mother suddenly lurches forward.
In the midst of a dispute between the gentry and
the peasants, when the garrison was removed by
the senate and Czar Alexis began to prosecute the
nobles, Alexei Perfilyov, a Christian, discovered that
the Czar was a devout and honest man, who, though
a king of blood and darkness, could not forget what
he had been taught by his dear and beloved father..
The discovery. of this noble and beautiful young
man. who was being treated with such ÂµncraonyÂ .
by his companions, and who was so gentle, aÂµd so
candid,. excited the curiosity and admiration of all
the women of the court, who tried with their
flatteries to cause him to fall in love with them. At
once Alexei conceived a great and noble. affection
for the Czar, and his respect and love for Alexis
were increased and. strengthened by the latter's
purity, virtue and piety; but even. his master and
benefactor did not know whether he had been guilty
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of the crime or. been completely deceived.Â .
During the first few years of. Alexis' reign, the most
intense activity was to be observed in the affairs of
the state and in the deliberations of the senate.. On
the one hand, the spirit of the people was
unchanged, and on the other,. the liberal policy of
the Czar was no less welcome to the aristocracy
than to the nation as a whole.. The zealous activity
of Perfilyov gained him the. support of the nobility
and of the senate, and at the same time and
thereby he obtained a more positive and substantial
position in life than he had hitherto held. The Czar
granted him a title and conferred upon
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finalmente amici! Scopri cosa posso aprire. Chess
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